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everybody has their own ideas about details of policy,
which they discuss quite amiably and openly. There
is no jealousy, and no one is out for self.
The whole world situation is extraordinary. The
triangle—England, America and Japan—is to my
mind the most exciting of all things. Against whom
is the American Fleet being built ? I met an Indian
Prince this summer who told me of his ambitions to
form a great Asiatic Empire! Imperialism gone
yellow and brown. Then there are the Bolshies, who
are working for yellow and brown communes. One
feels that both sides would want Australia. Harding
was the candidate we most favoured of the possible
two, though all were sympathetic, and Dev., etc.
would not take sides in a purely American political
campaign. I think those who rule America must
want anti-English feeling stirred up, or they would
have locked us all up, as they did the Bolshie crowd.
Did you hear that LI. George arranged with Thomas
for Labour to prevent munitions being shipped for use
against Bolshies ? He wanted to trade with them, and
keep in with the crowd by promising them war material.
I am so glad you saw the Irish Times. It was much
the best. I can't understand how they can get so
many to play their tricky game. They swear on oath
again and again that they can account for every car-
tridge in a barrack and know when one is missing.
And they swear just as often that they can get no
information when half a dozen lorries full of men
shoot off hundreds of cartridges. . . . But, of course,
you see the papers.
It will be three months come S. Stephen's day that
I was arrested.
Isn't it Gilbertian to pretend that the Fianna is a
conspiracy ? It was started in 1909, and has always
been open and never secret. I asked them could

